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amoral vs. immoral : Choose Your Words : 4. tending to corrupt or resulting from corruption: an immoral film
immoral earnings. im?morally adv. Collins English Dictionary Complete and Unabridged, immoral (adjective)
definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary Define immoral (adjective) and get synonyms. What is immoral
(adjective)? immoral (adjective) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. immoral - Wiktionary
You may think amoral and immoral have the same meaning since they sound similar, but the answer to that question is a
bit more complex. Urban Dictionary: immoral Immoral definition: If you describe someone or their behaviour as
immoral , you believe that their behaviour Meaning, pronunciation, translations and none not conforming to accepted
standards of morality Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries. Immoral
dictionary definition immoral defined Immoral means failing to adhere to moral standards. Amoral is a more neutral,
impartial word meaning without, or not concerned with, moral standards. Immoral Synonyms, Immoral Antonyms
Elite Mixed FairPlay Clan Family: Immoral Thieves, Immoral Reapers, War 101, The Back Road,3POINTPARK,One
Allegiance and Immoral Farm YT: Immoral immoral - Dictionary Definition : Catala[modifica]. Pronuncia: oriental
/??a?/, occidental /im.mo??a?/ Rimes: -al Etimologia: De moral, amb el prefix de negacio in-. immoral translate to
Traditional Chinese: Cambridge Dictionary Synonyms for be immoral at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Immoral definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary immoral
in Websters Revised Unabridged Dictionary, G. & C. Merriam, 1913 immoral in The Century Dictionary, The Century
Co., New York, 1911 Immoral - Definition for English-Language Learners from Merriam The definition of
immoral is not following accepted principles of right and wrong behavior. An example of immoral behavior is murder.
YourDictionary definition Synonyms and Antonyms of immorality - Merriam-Webster Choose Your Words - Both
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have to do with right and wrong, but amoral means having no sense of either, like a fish, but the evil immoral describes
someone who Immoral - definition of immoral by The Free Dictionary Immoral means not moral and connotes evil
or licentious behavior. Amoral, nonmoral, and unmoral, virtually synonymous although the first is by far the most
common form, mean utterly lacking in morals (either good or bad), neither moral nor immoral. Immoral Define
Immoral at These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current
usage of the word immoral. Views expressed in the Synonyms of immoral Oxford Dictionaries Thesaurus
Immorality - Wikipedia Immoral definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary Use the adjective immoral to
describe a person, group, or situation that intentionally goes against accepted ideas of what is right, like a government
that attacks immoral meaning of immoral in Longman Dictionary of Often confused with amoral, unmoral, and
nonmoral, of which the first is the most common immoral simply means bad and defiant of the moral principles of
immoral Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary How to pronounce immoral. How to say immoral. Listen to
the audio pronunciation in the Cambridge English Dictionary. Learn more. But that conduct with only that knowledge is
neither moral nor immoral. Immoral Definition of Immoral by Merriam-Webster immoral translate: ????;?????.
Learn more in the Cambridge English-Chinese traditional Dictionary. Immoral Synonyms, Immoral Antonyms
Merriam-Webster Thesaurus 1 immoral conduct or practices harmful or offensive to society religious denominations
that regard drinking, smoking, and even dancing as examples of immoral Pronunciation in English - Cambridge
Dictionary Synonyms of immoral from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, with definitions, antonyms, and related words.
Find a better way to say it. How to pronounce immoral in English - Cambridge Dictionary Immoral definition: If
you describe someone or their behaviour as immoral , you believe that their behaviour Meaning, pronunciation,
translations and #immoral hashtag on Twitter unethical, bad, morally wrong, wrongful, wicked Synonyms of immoral
in English from the Oxford Dictionaries Thesaurus. immoral - Dictionary of English Immorality is a concept normally
applied to persons or actions. In a broader sense, it can be applied to groups or corporate bodies, beliefs, religions, and
works immoral - definition of immoral in English Oxford Dictionaries immoral /??m?r?l, ??m?r-/USA
pronunciation adj. going against moral principles:The protesters considered the war immoral. not moral, esp. in sexual
immoral - definition of immoral in English Oxford Dictionaries immoral meaning, definition, what is immoral:
morally wrong: Learn more.
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